
   FORT ERIE 
ACCESSIBILITY  

ADVISORY COMMITTEE   
 

Meeting Date, Time, and Location   
  

Tuesday, September 25, 2018 at 5:00 p.m. in Conference Room #1 at Town Hall  
 

 

Members   Staff Resources 
  
Dennis Hernandez-Galeano, Chair  
Adam McLeod, Vice Chair (regrets)  
Gary Kooistra  
Barbara McLeod    
Ann-Marie Noyes (regrets) 
Tammy Clark  
Bev Ferris 
Steve Gucciardi, Transit Representative  
Councillor Stephen Passero (to 6:02 p.m.) 

 
Keegan Gennings, Chief Building Official    
Sean Hutton, Facilities Supervisor (regrets) 
Bev Bradnam, Manager, Customer Service 
and Corporate Initiatives 
   
  
Guest:  Lori Brant 
 

 

 

1) Call To Order 

 
The September 25, 2018 Accessibility Advisory Committee meeting was called to 
order at 5:17 p.m. Dennis welcome guest, Lori Brant, to the meeting. 
 
  

2) Approval of Minutes  

Recommendation No. 1: 

Moved by: Gary Kooistra 
Seconded by: Bev Ferris 

THAT: The June 27, 2018 Minutes of the Fort Erie Accessibility Advisory 
Committee meeting be approved as printed.  

(CARRIED) 
 

3) Outstanding Matters  
 

1) Regional Accessibility Advisory Committee  

Dennis advised that the Regional AAC meeting took place last Tuesday and he 
was unable to attend but the Five Year Accessibility Plan was forwarded to him 
for review. It was noted that the Plan still contains language related to the Built 
Environment Standard. This standard was never developed and instead 
replaced with the Design of Public Spaces Standard. Dennis advised that the 
Plan is more of an update on what each department’s role is. Bev noted that the 
Town of Fort Erie’s next multi-year plan will also be a struggle as all of the 
compliance requirements of the AODA will be met so we need to determine what 
our next five year plan will look like.  
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3) Outstanding Matters, continued  
 

1) Regional Accessibility Advisory Committee, continued  

Dennis advised that there has been previous discussion at the Provincial level of 
dissolving AACs but noted the importance of allowing residents a venue to 
express their concerns regarding barriers. Bev F. noted that without an oversight 
at the municipal level things will slide. Bev B. discussed the changes to booking 
the Region’s Niagara Specialized Transit and all agreed that it will be a 
challenge for those that have weekly medical appointments as they will now 
have to call every two weeks to book appointments where in the past they could 
book for the entire year. The bookings are also on a first come-first served basis 
and medical appointments are no longer a priority.   

2) Parking Concerns  

- Walmart Accessible Parking Space – still awaiting a response from Walmart’s 
Facilities Manager on their investigation. It was noted that none of the 
accessible parking spaces have the hatch marks to allow for side loading 
vehicles. Discussion took place regarding grandfathered commercial parking 
lots and the alteration of site plan agreements. Councillor Passero noted that 
the AAC appeals to the corporate good will when working with businesses 
that do not need to comply but realize that it is the right thing to do.  

- Sobeys’ accessible parking spaces have a curb cut between the traffic lane 
and the accessible space and it was questioned if this cement curb could be 
removed to provide additional space for a side loading van. Keegan noted 
that the curb cut could be part of the storm water management and he will 
have the Coordinator of Development Approvals review the site plan.  

3) Fort Erie Active Transportation Committee (FEAT)   

Dennis advised that FEAT’s last meeting agenda was light and Councillor 
Passero confirmed that Council approved an increase in the annual budget and 
the Master Plan Request for Proposal is ready for release. The AAC will be one 
of the focus groups consulted in the development of the Active Transportation 
Master Plan.  

4) New Intersection – Municipal Centre Drive and Garrison Road 

The Town had initially agreed to include the proper reconstruction in the 
sidewalk contract; however the Region sent out a contractor to rework the tactile 
warning surface indicators. When the rework was taking place, the Town’s 
Engineering Supervisor attempted to halt the work as it was still not in 
compliance with the Design of Public Space requirements and the contract 
documents. Bev advised that she had received a call from the Commissioner of 
Public Works at the Region who advised that there was not enough radius to 
comply with the requirements and that none of the intersections in Town would 
be able to accommodate this type of design.  
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3) Outstanding Matters, continued  

4) New Intersection – Municipal Centre Drive and Garrison Road, continued 

Dennis advised that Steve Murphy, the Region’s Accessibility Coordinator, had 
discussed the design with the Region’s Chair, Geoff Eden, who is blind and 
explained the position of the tactile plates. Geoff advised Steve that the plates 
should be “sufficient”. There was discussion about liability if the design did not 
meet the contract specifications or the Design of Public Space requirements. The 
Committee passed the following recommendation: 

Recommendation No. 2: 

Moved by:  Tammy Clark 
Seconded by: Bev Ferris 

THAT: A letter be forwarded to the Region of Niagara’s Accessibility 
Coordinator advising that the changes made to the intersection still 
do not comply with the requirements of the Design of Public 
Spaces Standard and contract drawings and it is worrisome that 
the Region’s staff do not seem to understand the compliance 
requirements of the Standard. The Fort Erie AAC suggests that the 
Regional AAC should request the ability to review engineering 
drawings and projects to ensure compliance with the Design of 
Public Spaces and provide the example of the intersection at 
Municipal Centre Drive and Garrison Road as an example. The 
letter should also make the Coordinator aware that there is no 
“Built Environment” Standard as reflected in their previous Multi-
Year Plan and that all Infrastructure Staff should be aware and 
trained on the requirements of the Design of Public Spaces 
Standard. The letter should also be copied to the Commissioner of 
Public Works at the Region of Niagara, the Regional Councillor and 
Mayor and Council.   

(CARRIED) 

5) Letter to 660 Garrison Road re Life Labs 

The AAC is awaiting a call to assist with the curb cut placement and other 
accessibility questions the Facilities Manager may have. 

6) 238 Bertie Street – Accessible Parking Signage 

Tammy advised that three signs have been installed at the front of the building. 
The four additional spots have not been signed. Remove from outstanding. 

7) Mobi Mats – Bay Beach (EAF Funding application) 

Bev advised that she had received a follow-up call from the Federal government 
requesting an additional quotation. The caller also noted that they were very 
impressed with the support letters that accompanied the application. Lori was 
thanked for providing a letter of support for the application. It is hoped that 
announcements will be made by the end of October.  
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3) Outstanding Matters, continued  

7) Mobi Mats – Bay Beach (EAF Funding application), continued 

Dennis advised that he recently visited Port Dover and had some difficulty on the 
accessible beach mats. It was noted that the Mobi Mats that the Town will be 
purchasing have additional grummets to hold down the mats to make them sturdier. 

8) Friendship Festival  

Bev F. advised that they visited the Festival and it was easy to get around. There 
were a few vendors and booths that were facing in the wrong direction and difficult 
to get to. Gary noted that there were heavy cables with no mats over them which 
made it difficult for the wheelchair to go over. Dennis advised that he attended a 
concert in the evening and the access to Mather’s Arch had been fenced off. He 
was let in that way and noted that this access should remain open for those that 
need to access the ramp. 

4) Site Plans   

 
1) Gorham Road Gas Station 

 
Keegan described the redeveloped site, which the AAC had previously reviewed, 
and advised that when the cement was poured for the floor in the convenience 
store it was 7” too high. Keegan explained the difficulties that this poses as it 
relates to the accessible parking space and showed the recommended changes to 
the committee. As well, with the additional height there will be the need for stairs 
to access the store from the gas pumps. The Committee supported the stairs that 
would be only 4-5 feet in width with a hand rail and it was also suggested that the 
guard rail be extended along the incline (ramped entrance from the accessible 
parking space) in order to protect those parking in the accessible space and 
accessing the store. It was noted that most individuals accessing the pumps that 
have mobility challenges would probably pull around to the accessible parking 
spot to enter the store. It was also noted that the present owner does provide full 
service and it was hoped that this would continue. 
 

2) Medical Marijuana Grow Op 
 
Keegan advised that as this is a growing operation there are no requirements for 
accessible parking spaces. The parking is in a big open field with gravel and there 
would be no issue in making a wider spot if needed. No other comments were made. 

 
3) Triplex building – corner of Bertie Street and High Street 

 
Keegan advised that, as a condition of an OMB decision, the triplex was required 
to be under site plan control and as such reviewed by the AAC. Keegan advised 
that this is a large existing house that has been converted to three units. There are 
no barrier free requirements to review.  
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4) Site Plans, continued 

 

4) Compressed Natural Gas Fueling Depot – Bowen Road 
 

Keegan advised that a site plan was received for a fueling depot. Keegan showed 
the Committee a drawing of a gated entry way with several refuelling stations. As 
this is an industrial site there are no barrier free requirements to review.   
 
  

5) Multi-Year Accessibility Plan 2013-2018 

 

No updates were provided. 
 

 

6) Other Matters  
 

1) FAST Service  
 
This matter was discussed before Councillor Passero had to leave and took place 
before the Site Plan discussion. Minutes reflect the order of the agenda. The 
Communications Advisor provided two different logos for the F.A.S.T. service to 
replace the previous logo. Committee members advised that they liked the logo 
with the larger icons but noted that the gold colour was difficult to see and 
suggested that it perhaps be outlined in black. Gary suggested the gold be 
replaced with the colour purple. 
 

2) Community Theatre – GFESS 
 
This matter was discussed before Councillor Passero had to leave and took place 
before the Site Plan discussion. Minutes reflect the order of the agenda. An email 
message from a concerned resident was discussed relating to the lack of hand rails 
in the new Theatre. A photo of the Theatre was also distributed. Committee 
members agreed that a guard rail should be included along the outer walls. The 
Committee advised that a guard rail down the centre aisles would pose a barrier 
during an emergency exit. Keegan Gennings was asked to reach out to his contact 
on the school board to discuss the recommendation. The Committee acknowledged 
that the Theatre met the requirements of the Ontario Building Code.  
 
Councillor Passero left the meeting at this point (6:02 p.m.). 
 

3) AMO Accessibility Task Force 
 

Dennis advised that over the summer he was approached by the Association of 
Municipalities of Ontario to join the AMO Accessibility Task Force whose main 
objective is to consult with the AMO Board of Directors on accessibility matters. 
This is a Province-wide Task Force and he is the only civilian presently on it. The 
first meeting of the Task Force took place a couple of weeks ago and he video-
conferenced into the meeting. The meeting covered the David Only review of the 
AODA and lasted four hours. The Task Force will meet 2-3 times per year.  
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6) Other Matters, continued  

 

4) David Onley Review of the AODA 
 

Details related to commenting on the review were previously circulated to 
members. Dennis noted that to be compliant by 2025 the Province has to be a 
leader especially with their service buildings; incentives should be given; and  
accessibility literature should be part of the curriculum within the school system 
(from University/college right down to elementary school).  Bev reviewed some of 
her suggestions for a submission by the AAC, as follows, and asked that any other 
details be forwarded to her for inclusion into the submission. 
 
What do we like about the AODA? 
 

- Standards are integrated; 
- Standards provide a solid foundation that affects the most common areas of 

our everyday lives; and 
- Standards provide different compliance requirements based on size and type 

of organization. 
 

What don’t we like about the AODA? 
 
- 2025 timeline to make Ontario accessible will not be achieved if we do not 

require all buildings to be accessible – falls short of expectations and 
sometimes difficult to explain to someone why everything won’t be accessible 
by 2025; 

- Does not provide technical details for compliance for some things; 
- Private sector does not seem to be keeping pace with the compliance 

deadlines, compared to municipalities; and 
- Built Environment should never have been exchanged for the Design of 

Public Spaces – both are important but without a Built Environment Standard 
we will never reach full accessibility. 

 
What would we change? 
 
- Have Provincial government provide dedicated funding to remove barriers 

and improve access (bricks and mortar improvements, not just funding for 
studies); 

- Ensure that every commercial entity is aware of the requirements and have 
trained their staff – too many restaurants and stores dismiss requests for 
accommodation too often;   

- Looking forward to the introduction of the Health and Education Standards that 
are being developed as that will encompass the remaining needs of the 
community. 
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6) Other Matters, continued  

 

5) Contact Us Submission regarding Douglas Memorial Hospital Complaint  
 
Bev advised that a “contact us” submission was received in late July advising that 
an individual with a scooter was stopped from accessing registration and the 
ultrasound area at Douglas Memorial. The Town’s new Community Health Care 
Coordinator contacted the NHS who advised that there is no such policy and a call 
was made to the individual to advise her that if this happens again to contact 
Patient Relations. It was noted that the ultrasound area is difficult to get into with a 
wheelchair as well. 
 
 

7) Opportunities for Awareness 
 

Deferred to the next meeting. 

 

8) Date for Next Meeting  

  
The next AAC meeting has been scheduled for Tuesday, October 30, 2018 at 5:00 
p.m. in Conference Room #1.   
 
  

9) Adjournment 

   
Recommendation No. 2: 
 
Moved by: Gary Kooistra 
Seconded by: Tammy Clark 
 
THAT: The September 25, 2018 meeting of the Fort Erie Accessibility 

Advisory Committee does now hereby adjourn at 6:42 p.m. 
(CARRIED) 

 
 

Minutes recorded and prepared by:    Minutes approved by: 
 
 
 
 
 
Bev Bradnam, DPA      Dennis Hernandez-Galeano 
Manager, Strategic Initiatives     Chair



 


